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Reviewer's report:

In this article which is written in detail and valuable in terms of method, dental students have been identified as the target audience. However, the authors did not provide information about the educational level of the dental student. It will change the student's aesthetic perception of each year in the faculty for educational purposes. Besides, recalculation should be performed by increasing the power (0.8) used in the calculation of the number of individuals included in the study. With so few dental students, it is not possible to reach the conclusions stated by the authors. To reach these general result sentences, the study should be conducted with larger sample groups, including laypersons. In addition, I have listed a few recommendations for authors to strengthen this submission;

* Photo resolutions should be improved.

* The abbreviations in Table 1 could be given in manuscript. I think there is no need for an extra table.

* In abstract section, group information could be expressed as more descriptive.
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